Neural control of vergence eye movements: activity of abducens and oculomotor neurons.
Single-unit recordings were made from neurons with horizontal eye position sensitivity in the oculomotor and abducens nuclei in alert monkeys. The animals were trained to perform a visual tracking task that resulted in conjugate eye movements or symmetrical vergence movements. Scatterplots were obtained for unit firing rate as a function of the position of the ipsilateral eye for both types of movement. The slopes of the linear regression line were computed for conjugate (kc) and vergence movements (kv). Previous recording studies implied that kv should be equal to kc for most, if not all, abducens and oculomotor neurons. Other lines of evidence suggested that kv should be zero for a substantial proportion of abducens neurons. In the abducens nucleus, we found some cells for which kv matched kc, and a few cells with a kv value of zero. However, the majority of abducens units had vergence signals that were neither equal to zero nor to their conjugate signals. Overall, kv/kc was 0.62, and the correlation between kv and kc was not significantly different from zero. Similarly, in the oculomotor nucleus, kv was significantly different from kc for a majority of the cells. A few units had kv values less than or equal to zero, whereas other cells had very high kv values. Overall, the kv/kc for oculomotor units was nearly unity (0.94), and the correlation between kv and kc was 0.31. These results confirm previous reports that most neurons in the abducens and oculomotor nuclei with a horizontal eye position sensitivity carry both conjugate and vergence eye movement signals. We do not find that the relative magnitudes of these signals are closely matched for most neurons. It is more likely that vergence and conjugate signals are matched globally, for an entire nucleus, rather than for individual motoneurons. This view is consistent with the hypothesis that conjugate and vergence signals are generated independently and combined for the first time at the motoneurons. Our results also imply that some motoneurons play a more important role than others in either vergence or conjugate movements.